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I know Eastman Spectar™ copolyester well in the retail market but didn’t know about the 
offerings in the lighting market. What are some of the material options I can choose for my LED 
lighting projects?

With the introduction of Spectar Stratus, Eastman offers light-diffusing technology for extruded 
and injection molded parts. Best of all, our options still allow optimum light transmission while 
“hiding” the light source.

“The latest generation of Spectar offers outstanding light 
transmission and diffusion of LEDs while maintaining all 
the performance of Spectar you have known for years.”

Brad Potter
Business Unit Manager

Ask the Spectar Team

Few things are as important to architectural spaces as lighting. Certainly, light helps make an area safer, healthier, more 
comfortable, and more useful. But light also carries an emotional appeal. The right lighting can soothe or excite us; it inspires  
us and makes us more productive; and it connects us to the space. As such, creative lighting is a crucial part of any brand  
experience in retail or work environments.
 
Currently, Eastman offers several options for creating LED light diffusers: 

• Eastman Spectar™ Stratus copolyester—even diffusion, maximum LED light transmission

• Eastman Spectar Frost™ copolyester—thermoformable, matte finish

• Eastman Tritan™ copolyester—high-temperature applications

• Eastman Spectar™ copolyester (clear and white available)—traditional diffuser material

• Eastman Provista™ copolymer—profiles

• Eastman Spectar UV™ copolyester—ultraviolet protection
 



Illuminating differences

Brands and lighting designers are finding that conventional plastic or glass fixtures are often not the best choice for  
applications that use LED lights. Eastman Spectar™ Stratus copolyester offers light-diffusing technology for extruded and  
injection molded parts that can handle the intensity LEDs bring to the industry. Best of all, our options still allow optimum  
light transmission while hiding the light source. 
 
Advantages of Spectar Stratus:

• High light transmission

• Outstanding hiding power

• Design flexibility

• Simple processing

• Chemical resistance and durability

• Process sustainability

• GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®
 
 

 

To read more about how Stratus made an impact at the indoor athletic complex, click here.

http://www.eastman.com/Literature_Center/S/SPMBS1110.pdf?utm_source=Spectar%20Stratus&utm_medium=Email%20&utm_campaign=Ask%20the%20Spectar%20Team


Ask the Spectar Team is a monthly series of emails designed to share practical information about Eastman Spectar™ 
copolyester. If you have a question, email us at AsktheSpectarTeam@eastman.com. We’d also love to hear your 
experiences with Spectar.
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For additional Fabrication Tips, click here. 

For further inspiration and information, visit www.eastman.com/spectar.

Did you miss a past issue of Ask the Spectar Team? Access previous topics here.
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